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as a specialist? Would he just have to know the
techniques?
FOUNTAIN:
I think a good analogy is a metallurgist.
What does a metallurgist have to know? He
has to have a good knowledge of metallurgy. Then
what does he have to do? He has to communicate
that knowledge so it can be used. What is required
to communicate it? It's required that the man to
whom he's going to communicate this knowledge also
has some knowledge of metallurgy. Thus we have
every engineer trained in metallurgy to some degree,
but we also have a specialist to whom this engineer
can go. They couldn't even talk to one another unless they had some common knowledge. Therefore,
I think in value engineering you've got to have an
engineer, who has some knowledge in value. For the
more specific and complex, more difficult situations,
he may very well go consult a value engineer, who
really relies on his knowledge of value engineering
and supplements the knowledge of the person who
needs help. Back to my old analogy of the metallurgist. Why did the metallurgist succeed? He succeeded first of all because the people he deals with
had some knowledge of metallurgy and this guy has
a great deal of knowledge in metallurgy. He does
not go around after the fact pointing out faults in
places where somebody used the wrong material, he
consults with people ahead of time so that they d s
use the right materials, they have enough respect for
his knowledge that they go and consult him before
they make the decision. This is the kind of situation that you need. I think that you also need a
management climate that says, "we want you to use
these techniques if they're useful to produce a profit,
and a better profit."
DEARBORN:
Value Engineers have been referred to as
"cultists." Do you think that the label has been
attached because Value Engineering received its
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greatest push simultaneously with a number of h a g 6
building cost reduction programs initiated by the
Government?
FOUNTAIN:I don't know really how the word cultist
and value engineering got together but I think it's
extremely unfortunate, I don't think it's a cult, it's
no more a cult than any other good tool that you
would want to mention. Algebra is not a cult, differential equation is not a cult, materials, producibility is not a cult. production control is not a cult,
I think that's a very unfortunate expression and
there's no need for it and I don't think it accomplishes anything. One of the things that psychologists say that some people are motivated by pleasing
methods and some people are motivated by pleasing
results. A lot of value engineers I think have probably had the name tag of cultist hung on them because they were very interested in the pleasing
methods that they were using, but they didn't follow
through to really get the pleasing results.
I think that the "cult" term has grown in
DEARBORN:
the absence of evidence supporting a body of knowledge regarding the value engineering activity.
FOUNTAIN:
There is a body of knowledge that you can
point to, and I think with a lot of the people who
are labeled cultists the only thing they can point to
is a discussion about what you should call it and a
discussion about the value job plan and such things
as this when they have really no knowledge to support them. And, to that extent they were labeled
cultists. The body of knowledge starts with the fact
that you work on functions, not things, you then
define a function as two words, a verb and a noun,
to keep the specification separate. There are ways
of identifying functions so that the function statement will not have an implied solution within it.
There are methods used in creativity which really
value analysis cannot lay an exclusive claim to.
Really, value engineering, or value analysis, is a
collection of good, sound, common sense techniques.
I have been accused of teaching organized common
sense, and if I had to teach anything I think that's
exactly what I'd like to teach.
DEARBORN:
We've established, to use your words, "the
ideal situation would be to have everybody know all
there is to know about value engineering." We have
suggested that the field of knowledge is such that
there could be value specialists just as there are
metallurgists, aerodynamists, structures . . .
FOTJNTAIN
: Materials, production, contracts.
DEARBORN:
Yes. Let's talk for a moment about the
design engineer . . . the man who conceives and
creates our products. Why should he be concerned
with profit?
FOUNTAIN:
I don't believe anybody can be a good engineer or good purchasing man, good accountant, good
anything else, unless he's concerned with profit We
have to be in this day and age. Since profit is the
f h a l objective, I don't think you could do any job
well unless it's considered.
DEARBORN:
DO you think that the average design engineer is motivated by the profit or loss statement at
the end of the year?
FOUNTAIN:
NO, and I'm glad you asked that question
because if I could, I'd like to tell a personal story,
At one time when I was a design engineer, I worked
with a marketing man who broke all the rules in the
book. They would have fired him except they
couldn't get along without him. He made too many
sales. This marketing man would go out and make
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a sale, he had already made up in his own mind,
how much profit he wanted to make on the sale.
He would go to the financial people and tell them
about the sale that he had made, and how much
money he would like to make. He would ask the
financial people to run the figures down to give him
the cost, in order to make that money. This marketing man would then come to me and say I have
sold so many units of this item. I have sold them
for this price, and I want to make 2001, and that
means you have to design it so that we can make
them for this cost. If you do that, we'll make so
much money, so much profit. He said now, if you
could make them for a lower cost, we'll make this
amount of profit and I'll sell "X" number of more
units. If you make them at a still lower cost, we'll
make this much money and I'll sell "X" number of
units. Generally speaking it has been my experience that engineers get satisfaction from one
thing, and that's in making a product that works.
Very often they have no idea how much it costs nor
its contribution to company profit. While I worked
with this man, this man who broke all the rules in
the book, who never went through my boss or through
his boss, I got twice as much satisfaction because
when I went home at night, I got satisfaction from
having designed the product that worked and I also
got satisfaction because I knew how much money,
how much profit, I had contributed to the company.
I think this must be done, we must measure everybody on their contribution to profit, and the man
ought to know what that contribution is.
DEARBORN:
YOUwere motivated.
FOUNTAIN:
I was motivated.
DEARBORN:
YOUhad a target . . . a cost target.
FOUNTAIN:
I had a profit target.
DEARBORN:
Not a cost reduction target.
FOUNTAIN:
Profit targets. Very often they are interpreted in terms of cost. For example: one company was
losing its share of the market, losing its profit margin. They knew the cost of the product; they knew
the price they could get; they knew what profit they
wanted. They translated this profit and the price
into a new cost and said "this is the new cost objective." In this case they assigned value engineering
trained people to attain that objective. I t was a
cost objective but it was derived from a profit objective.
DEARBORN:
Should you operate on targets or value standards for the function?
FOUNTAIN:
They should be one and the same thing.
DEARBORN:
Pretty obscure though to talk about value
standards and functions
.
FOUNTAIN:
Wait a minute, the cost target again is a term
that needs ekplanation, it means something different
to every person. Most cost targets that are set by
industry today are really what I would call the maximum allowable costs, by that I mean that somebody has sold something, they want to take a
certain percent profit and that establishes a maximum allowable cost. And that, therefore, is called
the cost target. The kind of target that I'm really
looking for is what I choose to call an attainable
cost, perhaps a minimum attainable cost, and it is
certainly different than the maximum allowable cost.
It can be substantially different. Now, having established an attainable cost, through the way we do
cost targeting, we can also establish the manpower
requirements and everything that's required to get
there. Having done that, we can decide, o.k., our

targeted cost objective for this year is a 10% profit.
We can make 30%. Do we want to employ the
manpower to reach this objective this year? Or, do
we want to do it in steps? Many commercial companies for example will do it in steps, because by
doing it in steps they can reduce their peak manpower loads and they can also introduce changes on
the timely fashion and since many companies copy
many other companies, they'll introduce a change
at a certain level; hold it at that level until their
competition copies and as soon as they copy, they
have new designs already to go, they introduce it
to the market and they drop the price. Thus their
competitor is caught off balance, he never gets to
recoup for the cost of his advertising, and the cost of
his engineering, or anything. The successful company, and there are several of them around that are
doing this, will actually have targeted what is an
attainable cost out several years in the future. This
is done on a planned basis, and they are completely
in control of the situation.
DEARBORN:
I don't feel that our product line lends itself
to that sort of manipulation.
FOUNTAIN:
I'm really glad you brought this up. People
say our product doesn't lend itself to cost targeting.
You can do it, and one thing we can really offer in
value engineering is an improved process by which
you could arrive at a more realistic target and
one in which you have more confidence. If you
want to take it a little bit further, it's what you
would really like to do is to get it to the point at
which engineers, let's say working on a landing gear
. . . we got this kind of a cost target because the
company said this has to wst so much. Now let the
engineers use the techniques of cost analysis and
function evaluation and establish for the management what would be in their estimation a realistic
obtainable cost, and tell them what kind of manpower is necessary to do that.
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FOUNTAIN (Concluded)
HONORARY
V I C E PRESIDENTS

DEARBORN:
Why then have we in
large industry consistently failed to establish targets for use
during the design creation
phase?

FOUNTAIN:
I think in many cases,
we have not known how to define the targets, in the beginning. We may have value engineering training, but still do not
explain how you do it. But,
we're saying it ought to be done
in the beginning, but in some
cases that's all that we can say.
We haven't had people telling
other peo'ple exactly how to do
it. Again, when you say targeting I hope we're talking about
the sophisticated kind, not that
we knew all there is to know
about it today, because I think
better systems will be developed, but some good approaches
that can be used today are not
being used.

DEARBORN:
What characterizes those
companies which have successful value engineering programs?

FOUNTAIN:
I think that a lot of them
who are very successful first of
all have g o d training programs,
they have people trained in using the value engineering techniques. They have a management who understands how to
establish targets which includa
not only performance and delivery and all the usual things but
also cost or profit as well. By
the targets that are established
the men are actually required
to use all of the best techniques
that they have available which
includes value engineering. As
a result of this, these men tend
to do a better job.

DEARBORN:
What sort of a value engineering organization
most effectively?

works

FOUNTAIN:
I think basically organizations that have as their objective the providing of service,
consultation, guidance, training
and leadership, all of which may
occur simultaneously, have
'probably been the most effective.
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1962

1965

William M. Allen
Chairman of the Board
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

James A. Drain
Chairman of the Board
Joy Manufacturing Company
Pittsburgh, Penna.

1962
Albert E. Everett
Dean, Northeastern University
Boston, Mass.

1962
Marion L. Hicks
Vice President, Legal & Procurement
General Dynamics
Fort Worth, Texas

1966
Thomas R. M a y
President
Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia

1966
Honorable George E. Fouch
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D. C.

1962
Charles F. Horne
President
General Dynamics
Pomona, California

1962
Honorable Thomas D. Morris
Assistant Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D. C.

Honorable John A. Volpe
Secretary of Transportation
Washington, D. C.

1962
George T. Willey
Vice President and
General Manager (Retired)
Martin-Marietta Corporation
Orlando, Florida

I968

T. A.

Wilson
President
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

Mr. Lee E. Sheehan
Vice President and General Manager
Honeywell, Inc., Ordnance Division
600 Second Street North
Minnsapolis, Minn. 55343
Deav Mr. Sheehan:
It is my great pleasure to inform you that by a
unanimous action of our National Board of Directors, you have been elected as a National Honorary
Vice President of our Society.
The work you have done and the success you have
achieved by supporting value engineering in your
company demonstrates again the high potential
of value engineering as a management tool for
profit assurance.
Cordially yours,
Frank J. Johnson
National President
10 March 1969
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